LI: Use expanded noun phrases, complex sentences and precise events in a story.
I’m late! I’m late!

Alice (who was sitting with her book and her sister on the side of a
grassy hill, underneath the shade of a tree) saw a white rabbit
bounding towards his hole. Having never seen a rabbit fully
dressed, she ran after him quickly…

Alice began to cry and the room began to fill with crystal
clear tears. Suddenly, a bright yellow duck, a black and
white dodo and a minute dormouse appeared. Feeling upset,
Alice clambered onto a glass bottle to stay dry and safe.

In a room with high
ceilings, the little
girl saw a tall table
with keys on it.
Beneath it was a
glass bottle with a
red label saying
“drink me”, so
deciding that it
wasn’t poison, she
took a gulp and
started shrinking!

The snow white rabbit ran
across the room and
dropped his posh fan. As
Alice picked it up she
began to shrink again…

When Alice
– who was
hungry- saw
a cake that
said “eat
me”, she got
bigger, and
bigger and
bigger!

If you eat one side, it will make
you taller and the other will make
you smaller.

Help! Help! Please help me!

Suddenly a bright pink, snow
white and widely grinning
Cheshire Cat appeared in front
of the little adventurer and
pointed enthusiastically towards
a grand tea party in front of the
smiling feline.

Go that way and join
them at the table!
The White Rabbit suddenly appeared again
and led Alice to a fluorescent green
caterpillar who was sitting on a mushroom
holding a wooden pipe and wearing a glass
monocle.
At the tea party there was the Mad Hatter, the March Hare
and a doormouse.

Welcome!

Why are you painting them red?

After the tea party Alice left and went to a
garden where some gardeners were painting
white roses red.

The thieving Knave of Hearts stole some of
the Queens beautiful strawberry tarts.
Furiously Alice shouted out, “You’re just a
pack of cards.”

Alice woke up and found she
was covered in dried-up leaves.
Her sister was saying, “Wake up,
wake up.”

Off with her head!
.
The Queen of Hearts made Alice play croquet with a group
of flamingoes and hedgehogs.

